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THE WOOSTER VOIC
volume xcrr

WOOSTER, OHIO, TODAY, NOVEHBEB 5. 1S3

Council Dissolution
Viewed As Power-Gra- b
Lord Acton's maxim that power tends to corrupt has proved
itself to be applicable in the case of the student Campus Council
members who voted to dissolve Council on Oct 20.
Their action, which was opposed by four faculty and administrative members of Council, as well as Chairman Tom Van Cleef, places
in jeopardy student government and influence as it is now known. It
effectively eliminates the ability of students, faculty and administrators to function as equals in setting policies which affect the College
community.

--

Although the members of Council who have been the most
specifically Krystin Buckey,
outspoken supporters of the motion
deny the idea that
Monica Bowin, John Murphy and'Libby Black
student power is threatened, we agree with Mr. Van Cleef and
Biology Professor Donald Wise (whose sentiments have been
reported in earlier editions) that student influence is in jeopardy. We
believe that student involvement in important factors is being placed
in jeopardy to pacify the desire for greater influence of a handful of
students.
Consider that the Oct 20 motion calling for the end to Council
calls for the transfer of power to the Student Government Association. We question the logic of this because (a) it negates all but a
student voice, and (b) it must be considered suspect given the fact
that the key members, of the Council are all extensivley involved in
SGA. Moreover, it appears certain that at least one member of the
group has aspirations for the SGA presidency.
. There remain unanswered questions which cast light on the poor
planning which surrounds the Council's decision. Specifically, if there
were to be some forum for administrators, faculty, and students, how
is it to be composed? Ms. Buckey et al have made nebulous mention
at a pit stop, and more recently, at last Wednesday's Council
meeting
of just such a committee of student representatives, one
faculty and one administrative member; We must agree with Mr.
Van Cleef that this represents "a last minute,
proposal," promulgated to stave off opposition from those who see
perspectives.
the need for

Dixon Discloses Problems
Of Campus Concert Isisue
Student Group
Is Hindered
In Selection

ter Voice, disclosed a bevy of facts man.

pertaining to the lack of major, or
even minor concerts at the College.
Dixon cites Lowry Center Director Hal Closson as one of the
primary parties responsible for the
dismal choice of concerts spon-- 1
sored by the student Activities
Board in recent years. Admitting
By DANIEL CROWES
that last spring's concerts were a
following last spring's financial disaster, Dixon claims that he was
debacle of both the Doe Severinsen not responsible for the booking of
and Donnie Iris concerts, SAB Con- those acts; they were arranged
cert Committee Chairman Ken Dix- prior to the commencement of his
on, in an interview with The Woos- - stint as Concert Committee Chair- -
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Women's Awareness

BT PHIL UNDEBCUFTLEB
Today, more than ever, domestic
violence is becoming a major issue.
No one is more aware of this than
the women in Hart' House, a program house at the College of Woos-te- r.
Margaret Weeks, a psychology
major, who wrote her Junior LS. on
Every Woman's House, played a
key role In starting the Bart House
program.
The nine women in Hart House
work as volunteers in Wooster's
Every Woman's House, a social
service agency designed to help
women who are victims of physical
and mental abuse. They also work
to promote awareness of women's
issues on campus.
Barbara Oetting. the contact person for Hart House, believes the
house is performing a vital service.
"One of the goals of Every Woman's House is to provide these
women with as many alternatives
as possible. If we can help even one
woman escape from an abusive
situation then that is certainly a
worthwhile accomplishment"
When asked how a
abused woman copes with talking
to a college student, Oetting
smiled. "I sometimes feel funny
about it So far it has not been an
insurmountable problem. Many of
40-year-- old

these women just need someone
with whom to talk things over. One
of the most important things a
volunteer can do is be . a good
listener and sensitive to what these
women are going through without

-

Contented on Page 5
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concerts to the past were rendered
impotent '
V
Dixon sees the person of Hal
Closson as the "basic problem with
the concert scene at Wooster."
According to Dixon, Clossen believes that "small concerts are the
only way to go." After the Severinsen and Iris disasters Dixon had a
firm opportunity for the booking of
Joe Jackson, but Closson dismissed
the idea out of hand, insisting on
ts
reevaluating the situation for
at Wooster. Dixon says that
Closson went as far as wondering if
students really wanted' rock con- -.
certs anymore.
Yet Dixon added, Closson did
form the Concert Committee in an
effort to garner more student opinion. Dixon endorses the committee
wholehearteldy, and says that it
takes a great deal of. the menial
chores off the chair's back, enabling, him or her to attend to the
more important aspects of the of.

,

Continued on Page 2

Hart House Prom otes
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complaint often levied by the
student body has been that in
recent years, as far back as the
spring of 1878 with the appearance
of the Charlie Daniels Band and the
New Eiders of the Purple Sage,
Wooster has not had what could at
an be construed as a major eon- while many ' neighboring schools
have."
Further. Dixon says that small
concerts are not the way to go
"because of the diversity of the
"Extensions," produced fey The OoSeft of wooster Dane Company-nnde- r Wooster student body." As an ex
Marshall, wl perform tocf-- it and
the direction of Jean-An-n
ample Dixon offers the case of the
tomorrow at 8:13 to Freedlander. Photo by Bodgar A. PclagaU.
relatively new band the Stray Cats.
Dixon says that at one point there
was a solid possiblity of booking
the Stray Cats but the Idea was
vetoed because Dixon and the com
mittee did not believe that the
concert would be adequately supported by Wooster students. ....
Today, explained Sadik, the enced a decline to death rates due
world's population stands at about to improved public health. These
Continued on Pas 5
4.6 billion; 3.4 billion of these peo areas, however, did not experience
rate.
to
This
ple live to the developing countries a similar decline birth
of the third world, where they are was especially true to developing
still struggling to reach a minimum nations. In fact improved public College Bowl
standard of living. A study done to health to underdeveloped regions
Victors Named
18S0 showed that world population can actually worsen their populawas increasing by about 80 million tion problems. In the next 20 years,
The foQowingare the winners of
people annually, and projections S0 of the increase to world popuindicate that even with the current lation win occur to developing na- the Student Activities Board College Bowl competition: Tod Edel,
decline to birth rates to many tions.
The key to solving these prob- Ed Esber, Pete Padoilx. and Chris
places population will increase by
nearly 80 million per annum by the lems, Sadik believes, is the imple- Lose of the Pyrrhic Vtctary.team. pyrrnic victory defeated cabmentation of family planning proyear 2900.
grams to these developing nations. cock at competition Wednesday
a
population
as
Sadik defined
function of the birthrate, deathrate, This can be accomplished in many night The members of the Babcock
team were James Gleason, Vtiki
and migration patterns of a partic- different ways. Some countries
'
Tsluopoulos, Krysty Dawson, and
I
ular area. After World War II. she
Continued on Page 5
John Warner.
explained, many regions experi
A
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Sadik Discusses World Population
-

BY KABXN SAPIO

. v

The dramatic increase to the
world's population would have to be
classed as one of the most significant events of the 20th century,
stated Dr. Nafis Sadik. Assistant
Secretary General of the United
Nations speaking at Wednesday's
convocation to Mateer Auditorium.
Sadik, who is currently, the As
sistant Executive Director of the
United Nations Fund for Population
Activities, pointed out that it took
the world until the 18th century to
reach a population of
However, it took only a few
hundred years for that figure to
double, and less than a century for
the world's population to jump
from two to four billion.
1-billi-

on.
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save-your-a-

And, to an effort to vindicate
those who held his post to the past
Dixon asserts that "the chairman
was not entrusted to do his job."
Further. Dixon sees, unto now. that
the chairman has been "a student
scapegoat" for Cloison's failure to
book concerts that were acceptable
to a majority of the student body.
The fact is, Dixon notes, that
students allegedly given the reipon--
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Council Dissolution
Viewed As Power-Gra- b
Continued from Page 1
Additionally, we question the idea put forth by students on
council that business matters will not remain, as Mr. Murphy said
Wednesday, "meaningless." In the words of Dean of Students .Ken
Plusquellec: "If the things that Campus Council does are unimportant, how does transferring them to some other group make them
more important?" Menial tasks by any other name are still menial
tasks.

We endorse Council's effort to improve the effectiveness of
student representation; we stand beside Mr. Van Cleef in his efforts
to "make Campus Council more responsible to the students." But
condemnation is in order for those who, acting as they are to
consolidate their own power, are performing an injustice to this and
future student bodies.
President Copeland should use his power as the chief officer of
the College to dull the ambitions of a select few student leaders by
preventing this unwise action, and he should do so without fear that a
student government junta will use his authority as ammunition to
prove a point.
By vetoing the Campus Council dissolution, the president would
be doing justice to all students.

Writer Is Offended By Howes'
Fetish For The 'Irresponsible'

Daniel C. Howes

Daniel J. Sikorski
Timothy E. Spence

To the Editor:

with an editorial that suggests
I am offended that an editorial ble
Mr.
Miano and Mr. Setters tactics
was
such as the previous week's
even remotely .dismissible,
were
ever run In the wooster Voice. The and that the letterwriters who reonly way I can find to justify such, monstrated were in some way blind
an immature response to the seri to a truth that did not serve their
ous situation of mislabeled political
identity is to remember that the
HEART FUND RUN
First Amendment protects almost
The
men
Beta Kappa Phi are
anything that is written and pub having theirofannual
charity run
lished in the United States. The Cleveland on Sunday. November to7
only fact that can calm me is to for the
Heart Fund. The
remember that even a manuscript run willCleveland
highlighted
Bill
be
as J. Edgar Hoover's Masters of Jackson and Al Jacobsen's by
attempt
Deceit was published under the to
run the entire distance by leavsame protection..
ing
at midnight on Saturday.
I am surprised, too. that sir.
Help show your support
this
Daniel Howes would even begin to run for life by signing up to in
pledge
piece
with any amount of money per mile at
concoct such a defensive
an argument backing him as trail
--

Why Did He Do It?
On Oct 29 at 3 a.m. a Senior at The College of Wooster
sculpvandalized and irreparably damaged Connie Campbell-Eaton- 's
ture Aves, installed in front of Lowry Center as part of the
"Sculpture Outdoors" Symposium and Exhibition. It took this young
man 10 minutes to destroy what a number of people had worked on
for one year to bring to the College Campus and to the City of

Wooster.
Over 100 students cast their votes for the two outdoor installatwo weeks working 12 hours a
tions. It took Connie Campbell-Eato- n
day to prepare the materials for her sculpture and bring them to
Wooster. She and eight students worked for six days averaging a
total of five hours per day to construct the sculpture. A total of some
350 hours of human creative effort destroyed in 10 minutes.
It is alarming and distressing that such acts of ignorance and
senseless violence are committed within the context of a community
devoted to the pursuit of humanistic learning and to the nurturing of
humane and just values. What is perhaps even more distressing is
that this student lacked the curiosity to inform himself about the

.

When told that her work had been vandalized, the artist
immediately asked "Why did he do it?" Surely we owe her the
courtesy of asking "Why did you create this sculpture V She was on
Campus for one week and would have been happy to answer.
Some may not have liked the piece but others did And they had

.
the right to that enjoyment.
Finally the negative reverberations from such acts of destruction
remain with us for a long time intellectually and psychologically.
They continue to encroach upon a positive atmosphere for learning
much beyond the time when they were committed.
Gouma-Peterso-

n

Lowry Center during lunch and
as the one he obviously defends. In dinner Thursday,
Friday and
paragraph
tiny
bis second
Howes acknowledges and dismisses
the thesis of the entire problem.
Hastily mislabeling a speaker at
a. local Symposium for Peace a
communist is a serious declaration,
and nothing, let alone Mr. Howes'
cheap article, can suspend the ignorance of fine editing that Mr.
Miano and Mr. Seidel display and
must take full responsibility for.
I feel there is a problem if one
cannot differentiate between reckless mislabeling, and protest to his
as Mr. Howes' concluding sentence of his second paragraph suggests.
While Mr. Howes feels that the
use of the descriptive label McCar-thyi"indiscriminate." I feel that
McCarthy is justifiably recalled,
for, after competent examination of
the situation, Mr. Seidel and Mr.
Miano continued exactly, if hot
more rashly, in the tradition of
Senator McCarthy. The only differences that can be found are that
our men are not in government
positions and that they were not
Great' Decisions registration for
taken with a respectable degree of Winter Quarter (Jan.
24)
seriousness, as was the unfortunate will be held Monday, Nov. 8 and
case with Mr. McCarthy:
Wednesday, Nov. 10 from 7 p.m.
I protest Mr. Howes' appalling in Lowry. Be sure to register.
fetish for justifying the irresponsi
name-callin-

g,

te

Sculpture Debased
The Sculpture that stood in front
of Lowry Center, "Aves" by Connie
Campbell Eaton, was no beauty.
The outdoor sculpture was, however, placed there as a temporary
a
exhibit by democratic vote
balloting which was well publicized
and open to all College students
and its deand area residents
struction shows an apathy which
many Wooster students seem to

have for accepting anything but the
most conventional forms of expres
sion.

-
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Letters to the Editor
xof publication
aaust be typed and double-spaceDeadline tor letters or opinions is
Tuesday at f :C0o'clock p.m.

itttrsF submitted

d.

--

sculpture.

Thalia

own philosophical bend (to use Mr.
Howes' exact words). I do. hope
that this does not continue.
Franz Jantxen

It would be expected that ' of all
places the 300 acre campus of a
liberal arts college would display
more than one outdoor sculpture on
its grounds. This seems to be im
possible due to a phenomenon
which has haunted the College for
Continued on Page 4
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As the Second Vatican Council
made abundantly dear, the teachings of Christ do not mandate

Defense
And
Morality

unilateral disarmament; "Hence
everyone must labor to put an end
to the arms race and to mark a

Warren Seidel

ble evil consequences of what ostensibly seems to be a reasonable
course of action. It is immoral not
to prevent genocide, yet unilateral
disarmament or freezing ourselves
into a position of inferiority will
effectively weaken the United
States that we will not be able to do
anything to prevent genocide in
Europe or the Middle East if the
Soviets launched an attack. As Swiss theologian Charles Cardinal Journet said, "If the
bloc unilaterally disarmed it would give the world to
the Soviet empire and would betray
all the holy values, temporal and
spiritual, which we ought to defend: this would be the evil of
betrayal." The same would hold for
freezing ourselves into a position of
strategic inferiority.
Those who take up arms in the
defense of justice, law and the
betterment of society are the true
defenders of peace, for justice at
times needs the protection of force
and peace must be protected
against unjust violation.

true beginning of disarmament, not
indeed a unilateral disarmament,
but one proceeding at an equal
pace according to. agreement and
backed up by authentic and workable safeguards."
----

.-

The continuing debate over the
morality of the
"arms
race" has taken on new dimensions
during the past two years as President Reagan has sought to bolster
sagging American military capabilities, especially, in the area of
COMPILED BY CdUS LCSS
A new drive against nuclear weapons.
TEH3AN
Iraqi troops in Iran has Iranian
First it must be emphasized that
forces claiming a "major victory." military power is a function of both
The fighting in Southwest Iran technical capability and moral
grew in size and intensity, but stamina and wilL
When vocal Christian leaders,
officials believe it's 'Over limited
objectives and wont spill over into bishops and other clerics lead the
Iraq. The speaker of the Iranian laity to believe that Christ's teachparliament claims that an oil field ings condemn what the laymen
and some 500 prisoner taken in the think is a legitimate form of
'
' they - create a kind of
conflict.'
WASHINGTON
An Allied spiritual tension among their folagreement to rat trade with Mos- lowers which results in a weakencow may be realized reports U.S. ing of the layman's will to resist
aides. The one major undetermined unjust aggression.
issue is France's willingness to cut
Furthurmore, it has been fresubsidized credits to the Soviet
Union. One U.S. official was quoted quently suggested that supporting
as saying a settlement "could hap- the Freeze or unilateral disarmapen tomorrow" or never, depending ment is Christian While opposing
on France. In return for the agree- the Freeze or supporting peace
ment, the U.S. would lift sanctions through strength is unchristian.
against companies using U.S. Nothing could be further from the
truth.: It is a distortion and a
equipment on the European-Siberia-n
deception to try to turn the Scripgas pipeline.
U.S. Marines began tures into a legal brief for supportBEIRUT
patrols in East Beirut, following a ing the Freeze or unilateral disarrequest by Lebanese President mament.
Amin Germayel for wider U.S.
The peace described in the Bible
involvement in the peacekeeping
force, in order to keep the Christian cannot be translated into the peace
Militia under control. U.S. military of the world. We have Jesus' own
teams are expected to be sent to words; "Peace is what I leave you;
Lebanon to train Lebanese forces it is my own peace that I give you.
to take over defense operations, I do not give it as the world gives.
allowing for the withdrawal of the Do not be worried, do not be
afraid." (John 14:27)..
peacekeeping force.
U.S. and Japanese
TOKYO
negotiators are at an impasse over

A

Freeze and unilateral advocates is

that they fail to consider the

--

--

Japan's trade barriers. U.S. repre-

sentatives won't agree to further

talks until there was "further

.?

movement on the Japanese side."
Earlier, the negotiators had agreed
upon recommendations that would
provide tax incentives and research
comaid to foreign
panies.
Day,
On
WABSAW
thousands of silent protestors stood
in cemeteries across the country.
Police didn't intervene as banners
of the outlawed Solidarity labor
union were unfurled, and monuments set up to demonstrators who
were killed by the martial law
regime. Meanwhile, Poland failed
to gain support from the general
agreement on tariffs and trade
group in Geneva to have favored--natio- n
trade status restored by the
high-technolo-

gy

The person who confuses the
freezing or dismantling of nuclear
weapons, which are external and
political events, with the internal
and personal sharing in the blissful
spirit of Jesus Christ is a person
who looks to political and public
events to provide the peace promised by Jesus.
The words of our Lord tell us that
His peace is not, to be found in
public and political events and thus
will not be found in the political
acts of Freezing and disarmament
Jesus also had ample opportunity
to preach pacifism but never took
In Luke 7 a Roman centurion
it
approached Jesus to ask Him to
cure his ailing servant Here was
an officer in the world's most
powerful army of the time. Yet the
Scriptures record not a word from
Jesus rebuking the centurion for
not having unilaterally beaten his
sword into a plowshare.

Leander Reflects

ts

Ctors
was an excellent

-

--

et

arms-reducti-

on

!

Rooster
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Lewis Gives- - Convoca- -
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BY SUSAN FIGCS
A widely current metaphor of the

.

Vietnam era was "the light at the - .
end of the tunneL" It was used by ,
hawks and administration sources
alike, and it had the effect of '
limiting the apparent number of
possible American responses to the
course of the war. We either had to
charge ahead or beat a retreat
which would plunge us back into
,
darkness and last as many years at
least as we had been pursuing this
increasingly frustrating enterprise. .
The' phrase rapidly lost currency .
when a wit on national television
suggested that the light at the end
of the tunnel might be an oncoming
train.
How easy it is to become trapped
by the available stock of imagea.
And how strong can be the loflu- Africans from "getting involved." ence of these metaphors, which
I can tell that Tzavaras feels although only words, have the pow- - strongly about her position on er to shape our perceptions of the
apartheid, and I agree with her options open to us personally ana
that apartheid is not justifiable. politically.
She bad no right though, to attack
Every nation at every time has
Lee Hearn or his essay as she did its share of such images
some
in her counterpoint By doing so, verbal, some visual, which not only
she hurt her own argument and set express cultural assumptions, but
an excellent example for Hearn's also have the power to influence
on the importance of keeping the course of events. '
individual people ana personalities
At next Wednesday's convocation
separate from governments and "War. Intellectuals and Apocalyppolitical systems. Tzavaras could tic Visions," Beth Irwin Lewis will
have written a fine essay concern examine the importance of apoca- ing her beliefs about South Africa, lyptic images in the thinking of
instead she persuaded ("with diffi- German intellectuals and artists on
culty") Hearn to give his opinion the eve of World War I; how those
and then embarrassed him with her images were given concrete ex--;
criticism.
pression in works of art; and how
Amy Leander they contributed to the progress
toward war. According to Dr. Lew- - ;
is, member of the German peace
movement socialists, artists and
writers and military leaders all
saw war as a potentially liberating
force, which would usher in their
own various versions of a Utopian
future. Count von Moltke, writing '
cannot
we
the
dismiss
Therefore,
in 1890. declared: "Perpetual peace
biblical passages which speak is a dream and not a pleasant one
against the practice of homosexual- at that .War is a part of God's
ity or the overall biblical message ordering of the world. In war the
of God's purposes for human sex- most noble human virtues develop:
uality: to bring a man and a courage and self discipline, faithwoman closer together in their fulness to duty and the willingness
marriage and to have children.
to sacrifice one's own life. Without '
But to point out these biblical war. the - world would wallow in
teachings is not to conflict with the materialism." This kind of thinking
Bible's message of love, but is and its expression in the German
rather a part of it God has given a art of toe period illustrate bow
clear message in the Bible concern- expectations and their symbolic
ing homosexuality which is not representation contribute to the cliculturally limited but rather deals mate in which critical decisions are
with the universal question of hu- made. As part of her talk Dr, Lewis
man sexuality. To have acted
show slides of pre-won
4;
on
Page
Continued
.
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U.S.-Sovi-

non-commun-

Opinions On South Africa

.

'

possi-

On Tzavaras

idea of Tessie world we are accused of only knowcountry. If this is
Tzavaras (the Internationalist) to ing about our own
have a white South African ad- true and we do only know about our
dress the problems of South Africa own country, what better nation
in the Oct 22,. 1982 issue of The could he have chosen for this purVoice. For some time I have felt pose that we would understand?
of Tzavaras' counterthat the issue of apartheid has been At the end
up the point that
brought
she
point
campus.
dealt with unfairly on this
This is the first time anyone has r'... it might be a good idea to those
who condemn
taken the time to present the "oth- of the white minoritysympathetic
to
are
apartheid
and
went
er side." However, Tzavaras
make their
about this project the wrong way. the black's struggle to This
sounds
There was no need for a "counter- position dear now..."
is
"this
but
very
gallant
and
nice
essay.
Through
point'1 to Hearn's
U.S. - lectures, symposiums, and articles easier said than done." Just lasta
WASHINGTON
The Democrat- read in The Voice (as well as week I read an article about
ic Party achieved a large guberna- articles from national magazines white South African woman being
torial and congressional gain. Six and other newspapers), each mem- tried for treason for aiding a black
ostraci-satkr- a
state houses, including Ohio, Minof the campus community was movement "Banning" (the governby
the
nesota,- Michigan and Wisconsin ber
individuals
of
own
or
reaching
his
her
capable of
were seized by the Democrats, all conclusions from Hearn's essay ment) also discouarges white South
unemployment
is
states in which
without the assistance of Tessie
high. Some 23 seats in the House Tzavaras.- were picked up in the elections.
Hearn clearly stated in his openHowever, Republicans remain in ing paragraph that he was not
control of the Senate, despite losses trying to debate the issue of aparthin New Jersey and New Mexico.
eid itself, and he remained true to
MOSCOW
those throughout his essay. In Tzatalks are approaching a varas' counterpoint though, the
halt because of Moscow's charge first remark she made (after Dear Editor:
that Washington isn't bargaining in thanking him for writing) conAn important distinction needs to
good faith. The accusations came demned apartheid and practically be made concerning a biblical ap
was accused him and all white South
weeks after a defense-buildu- p
to homosexuality: The defSiroach
ordered by Premier Leonid Brezh- Africans of supporting it
erence
between the practice of
nev. Meanwhile. U.S. --Soviet grain
Tzavaras also accused Hearn for homosexuality and the person who
talks continue in Vienna, where referring to the United States as practices it According to the Bible,
U.S. representatives reportedly of- the only country that is against there exists no reason to reject
fered to sell up to 23 million metric South Africa. I think she misunder- another person; to invoke the
tons of corn and wheat in the stood why Hearn did this. I would Scriptures as support for animosity
coming year. .This is 15 million have difficulty in believing that toward anyone is to misuse the
more tons than the Soviet Union Hearn actually thinks that the U.S. Bible, which calls all Christians to
can currently import.
is the only country to criticize an unconditional love for everyone.
Pope John Paul n South Africa. I believe the reason
This love, however, must involve
MADRID
was welcomed to Spain immediate- he chose to refer to the U.S. is for truth or else it cannot be real love
ly following a Socialist victory in "compare and contrast" purposes for a "person. We must speak the
the national elections. The pope, only. He is on a United States' truth in love (Ephesians 4:15) or
along with Archbishop Josef campus. Most of us are United else we will have neither truth nor
Continued on Page 4
States citizens, and throughout the love.
All-Sain-

major shortcoming of the
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Bennett has been its chief exponent
and guide through the issues of the
Vietnam War, the rise of the Third
World, the nuclear arms race and
Reaganomics. Next Monday ngiht
at 8 p.m. in Freedlander Tneatre
Professor Bennett will formulate
bis own "Reflections of a Realist r
American Power and Responsibili

Here

At
Wooster
Continued from Page

--

ty."

S

ary art and of the post war art
which embodied the terrible awakening out of the Utopian dream.
Beth Irwin Lewis is a graduate of
the College of Wooster with a B.A.
in Art History. Her Independent
Study dealt with "Art and Politics
in Sienna." She holds an M.A. and
a Ph.D. from the University of
Wisconsin in European History and
is the author of Georg Gross: Art
and Politics in the Weimar Republic. She has taught history at the
College and is currently Church
Relations Coordinator and Adjunct
Professor of Art
From 1976-7- 9 Dr. Lewis worked
with the task force on language
about God and wrote a study on
"The Power of Language Among
the People of God" for the United
Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. She
has served as a consultant and an
active participant in a major National Endowment for the Humanities program on "The Artist as
Social Critic: German Realism of
the 1920's," for which she curated
an exhibit on John Heartfield and
Georg Gross at the University of
Minnesota. In February of 1982 she
was a participant in an international symposium on "When Words
Fail: The New Photography in
Germany in the 20's." Last spring
Dr. Lewis was Visiting Associate
Professor at UCLA in the Department of Art. Art History and Design, where she taught courses and
graduate seminars on Germany in
the 20th century.

Bennett To Lecture
What do religious or secular liberals, convinced of the fundamental
goodness of humanity and of the
efficacy of social justice movements, do when faced with the
Great 'Depression, the rise of
the cruelties of Stalinism
and the continuing evidence of the
stubbornness of evil in human nature and society?
Beginning in the 1330's theologian
and ethicist Reinhold Niebuhr began to articulate a Christian interpretation for this series of disastrous events, a position which
many felt avoided the easy choice
between a soft headed liberalism
and a rock ribbed conservatism.
The movement which he developed
came to be known as Christian
political realism, and through him
and his friendships in high places it
profoundly influenced such architects of American foreign policy as
John Foster Dulles and Dean Ache-so-n
and Hubert Humphrey.
Niebuhr' s brand of realism has
been seen as a contributing force to
the Cold War of the 50's. In the 60's
it was scorned by counter culture
theologians and the prophets of
social justice. But it persists in the
attempt to formulate a Christian
ethic which can work for peace and
justice and at the same time recognise that nation states will act in
self interested ways; that human
nature is stubbornly resistant to
our attempt to reform it: and that
we need to understand better patterns of political power and its
corruption.
If Niebuhr is the founder of
Christian political realism, John C.
Hit-leris-

m,

Story From The Eyes Of
A Rapist Proffers Lessons
BY LAURA DAVIS

"One night this week, in the
hours before dawn, I got into your
dorm. Oh, I didn't have a key, but
that didn't matter. One door was
always open. If not, someone would
would always let me in. I was able
to get into every dorm on campus.
I walked into rooms when you left
your doors wide open. I walked into
both the men's and 'women's bathrooms. I walked through Kauke
and through Lowry. I watched the

there are lights on the campus. In
fact, it's well lighted, except for a
few areas. And sure, your security
officers drive around to see if there
is anything out of the ordinary

on a Saturday or Friday night and
watch you leave
by yourself. If
you've been drinking, it's easier for
me to talk with you and walk with
you. And because it is late, there

'We all must start taking responsibility for
ourselves and for those we live with.9

band practice and the sports going on. But, I'm nothing unsu-sua- L are not many people around. But
games. I walked around like I knew
My girlfriend could live close those who are around are not busy
where I was going, because I did. to where I'm standing, watching noticing you and me together. We
dont look any different than anyNo one asked me any questions. I you."

walked into Mom's where a security officer was talking to a few
students. I looked at the paintings
in Lowry and bought a pack of gum
at the front desk. I walked across
the quad, and stopped for a few
minutes to watch a tennis match. I
stuck around for awhile after dark.
At about 8:00 P.M. I saw a woman

jogging past the administration

building. At 11:00, the only students

John C Bennett

A woman was raped on this
campus only last month.
"It doesn't matter who I am,
what I look like , what I'm doing on
campus." It matters that I can
walk through your residence hall
after its "locked up" at midnight.
It matters that I can walk into the
library and watch you leave. It
matters that I can pick out any of
you and look up your name in the
student directory. It matters that I
can find out where you live, when
you go to classes, when you study,
and when you are alone. It matters
that I can stand outside of a party

around were on their way home
from other dorms. Lowry. or the
John C Bennett is President library. I stood among the trees
Emeritus of Union Theologial Semi- and watched yon alL specially
nary. He is a graduate of Williams those of you walkling alone. Sure,
College in Massachusetts, of Oxford
University and of Union Theological Seminary. He has taught at
Auburn Theological Seminary, Pacific School of Religion and Union
Coctiaoed froa Paxs 2 .
Theological Seminary and has given lectures at Queen's University, quite some time; students who do struction. This page, to mention but
Kingston. Ontario, Yale University, not immediately understand andor one, is a forum open to anyone who
Divinity School, appreciate an artist's work have can put feelings into words. As
scholars we should not accept being
Southern Methodist University. the uncontrollable urge to destroy looked
down upon. We are each
Boston University, McGffl Universi- it
The problem is not a new one, as capable of judging our own Impresty, the University of Southern Calisions. We do not need vigilantes to
fornia and Claremont School of after years of abuse, a statue of protect
us from developing our own
Theology. Professor Bennett holds Abraham Lincoln could no longer
honorary degrees from 22 institu- survive the College atmosphere. opinions and expressing them aptions. He is the author of numerous With the exception of his shoes, the propriately.. If enough people find
books, beginning with Social Salva- 1915 outdoor sculpture of our 16th any work of art" truly offensive,
tion (1935) and most recently The president now lies in state, under a there are acceptable means to
Radical Imperative and U.S. For- blanket of dust in a remote corner bring about its removal or gain an
of the Service Building. The shoes understanding of the artist's pureign Policy and Christian Ethics.
Professor Bennett's visit to Woo- of the late president now rest on a pose.
Perhaps the two iron rods which
ster comes on the occasion of the pedestal adjacent to Andrews Lisupported the statue in front
once
a
The
brary
as
reminder
that
new
a
inauguration of
chair in the
Department of Religion. Given by College of Wooster is no place for of Lowry Center should, like the
shoes of Abraham Lincoln, remain
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard Morris in art to rest unmarred.
There are certainly acceptable as a permanent reminder to anyone
memory of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James F. Lincoln, the Lincoln ways of expressing one's feelings who considers bringing culture to
Chair of Religion will be occupied without resorting to physical de The College of Wooster.
Andrew D. Goldman
by Professor Glenn Bucher. The
Morrises have long been generous
supporters of the College, and the
Lincoln Chair and the significant
lecture which inaugurates it are

one else. And when we get into the

first unlighted area, it won't be
very hard at an for me to use my
force. I can rape yon.
"I've heard people talking about
that rape, wondering where it occurred. Dont aay 'It can't happen
to me. If I want to rape, rob, or
kin yon. I can, because I have
access to where you live."
A couple of weeks ago. I received
"The Occidental." a campus newspaper from Occidental College in
.

.

southern California. The ideas and
quotes
used here were taken from
"
Contftined on Page 6
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further concrete expressions of
their interest in the College and of
their concern about the ethical
implications of social issues.

News
Digest
ran

UHuaseu xrnrn
' tour
Glemp, started a
cheered by thousands in Madrid.
The Socialist Party has the first
majority in the Spanish parliament
since democracy was restored, and
hat appointed Party Leader Felipe
Gonxalez as Prime Minister, as the
government faces serious financial
aifflcultues.
WASHINGTON
A study discovered that Midwest pollution is the
main cause of add rain. The 2 year
inquiry said that U.S. coal burning
factories and facilities release sulfur dioxide and other pollutants
that drift into the Northeast U.S.
and Canada. When it precipitates,
it can km aquatic life and pose "a
potential threat to human life."
.
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Haydn Festival Concerts

Presented by The College of Wooster, Department of Music
Sunday, November 14 8:15 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
The Concert Choir

Bluegrass Band
To Perform In McGaw
"Just North of Nowhere." a

blue- -

band made up of students
gass
m The College of Wooster, is one
of two featured acts in "An Evening of Music and Comedy" Sunday
(Nov. 7) at 8:30 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. Joining the group will be
"Kip the Clown" (Jon Becker, a
freshman from Hiram.)
The event, which Becker says
will provide "entertainment for all
ages," is sponsored by the Student
Activities Board and is free of
charge.

Sunday,
Sunday,

January 16
January 23

4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

Mackey Hall
Mackey Hall

Sunday,
Sunday,
Sunday,
Saturday,

January 30
February 6
February 13
February 19

4:00
4:00
4:00
8:15

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Mackey Hall
Mackey Hall
Mackey Hall
McGaw Chapel

4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

Mackey Hall
Mackey Hall

The Early Music Croup of. Dayton

--

Wooster Symphony Orchestra

Sunday,
Sunday,

February 20
February 27

.

.

.
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Dixon Discloses Problems
Of Campus Concert Issue

--.
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In the Interim, while the committee is working on bringing a major
concert to Wooster, plans have
been made to sponsor a few Cleveland "bar bands" in Ichabod's,to
have rock video evening there as
well (complemented by fuU stereo
For example, if SAB has the sound), and they plan to offer buses
opportunity to schedule the Grate- and vans to concerts in the area, at
ful Dead for a concert during the both surrounding schools and civic
which Dixon says is quite arenas.
spring
possible
the blind ticket holders
-

.

Women's House

Promotes Awareness
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Contfamed from
Yet, Dixon defends Closson by
saying that at present the problem
of no concerts at Wooster is not the
fault of Closson; rather, Dixon
says, it is the athletic department
and its acting director Bob Nye.
"The gym is the biggest problem." Dixon says. The athletic
department appears reluctant to
have concerts in their "sacred"
gym. Their reticence centers
around the possibility of the gym
floor being ruined, and they seem
unwilling to free the gym from
scheduled practices for one day to
and
enable a concert to be set-u- p
performed," he adds. While Dixon
admits that interscholastic games
and matches should take precid-enc- e
regarding the use of the gymnasium, he asks, "Why not move
practices for one day to another
room in the facility."
Dixon contends that access to the
gym is vital if Wooster expects to
sponsor acts of signifcant notoriety.
According to Dixon, IftcGaw Chapel, with a seating capacity of only
1,400, is not large enough to accomodate a majorconcert Thus the use
of the gymnasium is imperative.
Yet, given the present attitude of
the athletic department, Dixon says
"The chances of having a major
concert are slim. Without the use of
the gym, what's the sense in having
concerts at all," he said,
However, Dixon does see a way
out of the quandary. Effective winter quarter, SAB will begin selling
what has been labeled a "blind
ticket" The brainchild of SAB Assistant Chairperson. Tara Fether-linthe blind ticket wil be sold to
students at the- price of five dollars.
Those possessing a blind ticket will
be providing SAB with a financial
base from which to sponsor the
booking of major acts for performance at the College as well as
insuring the ticket holder a voice in
who may or may not perform.

'

--

. .

,
--

-i

Ken Dixon
will receive ballots won which they
can make their preference known.
Thus the students will make a
substantial contribution toward the
decision as to whether or not the
specific band should be contracted.
'
Since, student ticket rates have
been abolished, the holders of the
blind ticket will receive' a discount
toward the price of admission for
the upcoming concert But Dixon
emphasized if a concert is not
sponsored by the end of the academic year, all ticket holders will
receive a full refund.
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being judgmental. We're here to
make women aware of their
choices, but not to make the decisions for them."
These women formed Hart House
as an extension of Wooster' s Every
Woman's House, for various reasons. Pam Snider, an Urban
Studies major, says "the women in
Hart House are working towards a
common goal of making others
aware of the problem and helping
the victims regain their
and begin to control their
own lives again."
Lissa Beatty, a Social Welfare
major, believes the major goal of
Hart House is to "make people
aware of stereotypes and myths
related to women and men, in
addition to making people aware of
what happens in the 'real world."'
' On campus; Hart House's activities have included four workshops
this year. An Introduction to Every
Woman's House, Women in Advertising, Women and Violence, and
Alternative Lifestyles, Tnese wort
shops were designed to help stu
dents become aware ox tne many
issues and problems women face.
g
is not an illusion, but
a reality for so many women (more
so than I bad ever imagined),'
commented junior Desiree Leo.
Jennie Saliers, program coordi
nator for Hart House, argues that
"violence enters relationships between men and women on the
college campus as well. By being
educated ourselves, we only hope to
educate other men and women to
the significance of this problem."
What will be the effects of living
and working in Hart House years
after graduation? Oetting feels it
has made everyone in the house
more aware of the seriousness of
this problem. "Working with Every
Woman's House has made me real
ize how crucial such agencies are
to the survival of women in abusive
situations. Being involved in this
has made everyone in the
Erogram
ouse more committed to women's
issues."
Leo summed it up in this way:
"Hart House is a program grounded in reality
it deals with real
problems in a. practical and constructive manner of real help to
women in abusive situations." It
couldn't hope to be any more than
self-confiden-

:
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2522 Cleveland Ave, Wooster
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Nafis Sadik, Undersecretary General of the United Nations, spoke at
Wednesday's Convocation on "The State of World Population
.
1SS2." Photo by MikeVeloff.

Sadik Talks
On World Population
Continued from Page 1
have tried various methods of

di-

-

Sadik, is getting birth control infor-

rect intervention such as raising mation and contraceptives to

the legal age of marriage or offering special incentives to families
with only a certain number of
children.
Another way of confronting population problems is to try to change
attitudes toward birth control and
towards the role of women. Sadik
pointed to China, Cuba, Indonesia,
and Mexico as . countries .which
have experienced a drop in birth
rate in the past several years.
These countries, she states have
successfully combined methods of
direct and indirect intervention.
Most vital to stemming the
world's population explosion says

wom-

en everywhere, and improving the
status of women all over the world.
Improving the education of women,
and providing more opportunities
for women in the workplace nearly
always results in a drop in birth
rate if this improvement is coupled
with adequate birth control infor
mation. These objectives are central to the U.N. Fund for Population Activities; Says Sadik, "Only
two percent of international assistance ts devoted to population control, but the returns on this investment will make returns on the
other M possible.
.
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'Comparable Worth' Exemplifies
More Bureaucratic Fallacy

A 'Rapist9
Continued from Page 4
an article by Katherine Wertheim,
a contributor to the newspaper.
We

frequently hear about rape,

and some of us have friends who

have been raped or sexually assaulted. It's nothing new. We hear
about court cases, and about rapes
that occur on dates.
But too often we let the incidents
pass. We don't allow ourselves to
think about it We may think "God,
I'm so lucky to have never had that
happen to me." Deep down we
never dream that we could ever be
the victims. Now that it has happened here on campus, it's become
more of a reality. The thought of
rape can't be so distant anymore.
At the beginning of the year,
everyone received a set of precautions from Dean Ken Plusquellec.
Most of us glanced at the paper and
threw it away. I remember reading
it last year and laughing it off. At
The College of Wooster, what could
go wrong. A rape on this campus:
not likely.
But it has happened and we must
learn to be more cautious. For the
time being, I can say that I will not
be out by myself after dark. But
what will happen in a couple of
months when the intitial shock has
left our minds? We won't be so
emotional about the issue anymore
anyway, it's a pain to have to
ask a friend to meet you somewhere. We tend to look at these who
call a security escort and call them
paranoid. (I'm no exception.) This
is an issue serious enough for us to
be frightened into doing something
about. It certainly scares the hell
out of me, as it does most other
women on campus. (I say women.

'

BY JOHN A. WETTERGREEN
PmbUe Batearca SjwUettti
Among the many proposals put
forth in the name of women's rights
only one has enjoyed widespread,

but this is not a sexist issue. I know
that it has affected the men, too,
but because women are in a more
vulnerable position they must be the
first ones to be addressed.)
So we are frightened, but what
will that accomplish?. Maybe we
are scared, but will that stop anyone from approaching us? No, it
won't The only way that we will
accomplish anything is to use our
fear as our basis for our actions.
Again I will quote Wertheim.
"It's not the fault of security that
anyone can walk into our dorms. It
is the fault of the residents; as
individuals, some students have
been concerned enough to take
precautions like making sure doors
are locked, and by calling for
security escorts. Individual action
is not enough. If one person is
negligent the whole dorm becomes
responsible because everyone is at

risk."

all must start taking respon-siblit- y
for ourselves and for those
we live with.
We

Union's John Bennett
Lecture Monday

To

John C. Bennett, President
Emeritus of Union Theological

Seminary, will lecture next Monday. Nov. 8 at 8 p.m. in Freedlan-de- r
Theatre.
Bennett's lecture, "Reflections of
a Realist: American Power and
Responsibility," is the inaugural
speech for the College's Lincoln
Chair of Religion.

almost uncontested popular supThe Equal Rights Amendment government financed abortions for all comers, an end to the
draft and the security of homosexuals from public opprobrium have
all been controversial, if not lost
causes. But nearly all agree with
the sentiment expressed by the
slogan, "Equal Pay for Equal
Work." For example, last summer
a Senate subcommittee investigated whether men and women were
being paid equally for the same
male and
job. All the Senators
female. Republican and Democrat
insisted
liberal and conservative
that simple justice, as well as the
law. required equal pay for equal
work. The agreement was so profound that the hearings were boring. I began to wonder why they
were necessary at all.
The answer came even before the
hearings adjourned. In County of
Washington vs. Gunther, the Supreme court ruled that unequal pay
for jobs of "comparable worth," as
distinguished from "equal work,"
could oe evidence of unlawful sexual discrimination. In this ease, the
Court found that the lob of guarding female convicts Is "comparable" to the task of guarding male
convicts. The Court had to grant
that the two jobs are not equal,
because, in fact male inmates are
considerably more dangerous than
and, on average, strongfemales
er too. Since the jobs are "comparable," the court was willing to
assume that the fact that the fe
male guards earned less than the
miie guaxua uiigui uc uw w unlawful sexual discrimination. Thus
the Court tried to dIiv the decisive
part in changing the public stan
dards oi lair employment pracuce:
from the sensible notion of "equal
workeoual nav'" to the. controver

port

sial "comparable worthequal
pay.
Interested parties were quick to

Court's lead. Shortly
thereafter, a public employees' union in San Jose. California
achieved national recognition by
striking for equal pay for work of
"rnmnarahle worth. It won. and
other public employees in Pennsyl
follow the
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discriminatory against women."
Even the fact that young, single,

educated women actually earn a bit
more than young educated men
could not impress nim.
Swept along by the Bureaucratic
Fallacy, the advocates of CW see
pervasive injustice, not normal human differences, in one statistic
that accounts for much of the-.
difference between male and female wages: statistically, women
hold a larger proportion of lower
paying jobs than do men. Take the
clearest ease: more women than
males are nurses, and more men
than females are doctors. And, on
the average, doctors earn more
than nurses. From such facts, the
advocates of statistical equality erroneously draw the conclusion that.
the "female dominated" job (nurs-ing) is paid less than the "male
dominated" job (doctoring) because it is performed by women.
CW, they hold, is the remedy:
government ought to mandate a
wage for nursing which is "comparable" to that of doctors, rather
than allow one substantially less
than the doctors' to be paid. Such
conclusions take no account of the
facts that doctors bear ultimate
responsibility for the patients'
health, that their skills, which are
best acquired in the prime
years and which must be
without interruption
Bracticed
lereafter, are rarer and more
difficult to possess, and that patients recognize the superiority of
doctors by willingly paying them
more than they par nurses. The
radical advocates of CW are enemies of human diversity, and that
is what leads them to ignore such
fundamentals.
- But
it is not only the Bureaucratic Fallacy that makes CW such an
attractive program to some of our
fellow citizens. CW appeals powerfully to the darker side of human
nature
to envy, greed and partisanship.
Consider the strike in San Jose.
Some public employees, mostly
women, were given substantial
raises, in the name of CW, by a
vote of the City Council, while other
public employees, members of
skilled trades unions whose membership is mainly male, are to be
denied such raises in the name of
CW (and governmental frugality.)
The jmblic employees' union and
the City Council claimed that Hay
Associates, a management consulting firm, had established scientifically that women's pay was less
than that of other jobs of "compa- -
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there are natural differences between human beings that might
account for differences in their
social condition.
The supports of CW seem to think
that the only difference between
men and women is that the men
are a little hairier. They do not
consider other, more relevant differences. For example: do women
work ar much as men in
positions? Surveys show
that they work fewer hours per
day, ana fewer total years per
lifetime than men. (That women do
many very important labors without any taxable compensation was
not taken into account by these
surveys, and is not at issue here.)
The same surveys show that women have less experience and less
education. Other surveys show that
unemployment rates for married
women are much higher than those
of married men, who are very
nearly all employed, and that married women, especially younger
ones, are much more ukely to
prefer not to work than men. But
rather than face such embarrassing facts, the partisans of CW
to believe what the (male)
E refer
ead of a public employees' union
said recently: "The marketplace
for jobs is inherently (sc. unjustly)
wage-earni-

public for the forseeable future. What is "comparable work."- as
distinguished from "equal work,"
and Why has it become a matter of
public concern?
These attempts to change the
standard of fair employment practice from "equal work" to "Comparable Work"(CW) remind one of
the effort to change the standard of
racial justice from "equal opportunity' to "Affirmative Action."
Affirmative Action programs began
in the 1960's when Bureaucrats
discovered that the enforcement of
equal opportunity- - laws would not
result in the employment patterns
for the races that they desired.
Similarly, Comparable worth progrbeen proposed,, and
ams-have
enacted because it seems., likely
that paying equal work equally will
not result in women earning as
much as men, at least in the
forseeable future. Thus, some women's rights groups and all public
employees' unions (most of whose
members are women) have raised
the cry for equal pay for "comparable'' work as a pretext for government mandated raises for female workers.
. t one
CW is the product of what
might label "The Bureaucratic Fallacy." According to this fallacy,
statistical mequality i always evidence of injustice, never of diversity. Thus, if some survey shows, as
one recently did, that the wages of
all women put together are 60 of
the wages of all men put together,
then the bureaucratized mind must
conclude that this difference is due
to unjust if not illegal discrimination against females, and that anything done to make total wages
equal must be just Those in. the
grip of the Bureaucratic Fallacy
are not inclined to ask whether

Amsstcssi--

READ & ENJOY

THE HERO

vania, Minnesota, and California
threatened to strike for the same
reason. Network newsmen could
begin to report that "comparable
worth" (CW) is the "civil rights
issue of the '80s." It does seem
likely that this issue will vex the
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Arte and Culture

Yugosla v Scholars
To Visit Campus

ijl',

Professors Michael Petrovich
and Predraz Mttvejevic will be
visiting campus Tuesday, Nov. 9, to
present a series ol lectures on

j y
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Yugoslavian culture, literature,

and social, political and, economic
issues.
Their visit is sponsored by the
GLCA-ACYugoslavia Program,
opportunity availa
an
ble to wooster students interested
in learning more about .this fasci
nating country which bridges East
and west. Yugoslav program participants spend a semester at the
University of Zagreb studying (in
English) various aspects of Yugoslav culture, history, politics and
economics of their choosing. Intensive language training in
is also included in the
program.
Prof. George Galster is campus
representative for the program.
Anyone interested in finding out
more about Yugoslavia and the
of studying there is
Eissibilities
vited to all of these presentations
on Tuesday, Nov..:
4 p.m.: Prof. Petrovich, "Contemporary Policy Issues in Yugoslavia" LC 119; 4 p.m.: Prof.
M

off-camp- us

Y'

.

f

Serbo-Croati-

Literature" (in French), LC
5:30 p.m.: Profs. Petrovich,

c.

Halloween party held last Saturday at
Fuller Boose. Photo by diaries T. Alkens.

Lounge.
BY PHILLIP A. GOBS

What is the artist's role in the
society? The artists
Wm. Olander has picked home in
on oppression. They feel for
and that disrupts apathy-as-usuat the Reagan ranch. They
unmask the process of image-makin- g
in art and politics. Exposing
insincerity often requires real acting ability! Cindy Sherman is acting all the time and her bicameral
mind is working overtime. Is it a
d
d
she's listenor a
ing to? She flies in her quicksilver
from childhood to adolescence and back. Less immodest
post-Industr- ial

ghetto-dwelle-

rs

al

girl-Go-

boy-Go-

time-shutt- le

self-portra-

deep-dippe-

it

increasingly transparent

public-selve-

s.

Artwork decoding itself is
most strange! Since when have
artists sought to illuminate our
collective

hang-ops-

?

Make

art-as-cr- aft

invisible again (like sex in
Victorian times). Art that breathes
makes us uncomfortable. We are so
celebrity-consciouwe' cant see
the wisdom of anonymity.
John Ahearn develops images of
the American heartland through
lifecasting. Is Ahearn the itinerant
portrayer of new friends or the
displaced white person closing the
between races? He is not
Sap
ocumenting the horrors of Atlanta
he doesnt work from death
s,

people
their torsos and busts
warm up one corner of the gallery.
Forget your sterotypes of New
York City's flotsam and jetsam.
Have you hugged your date's life-catoday? We are fatalistic about
the feasibility of dissent because
confronting the ruling class really
stinks after the 'slaughter of women
and children in the Palestinian
refugee camps the summer of 1882.
consciousness-raisin- g
Phalangist
has vanquished the wild animal in
us and in the hot maze of refugee-fille- d
streets.
While we pray that Israel and
Bechtel are responsive as well as
we maintain our fixed
Iirotean,
deas about the immutable arts.
The creator has a master charge
card.
The shining talent of Janet Cooling has none of the emotional
armoring of most new wave
More like the insatiable
pitcher-plan- ts
6f Chas. Adams cartoons than movie monsters. Cooling's girls avoid the bombast of
newly-electe- d
Mayor McCheese:
we voted for fun after destroying a
Japanese city the size of Akron! To
save lives and keep the tiara in the
family! No, Cooling never promised us a friendly rose garden; but
she'll show us the ropes of her
Christian cowgirl creed.
Quietly pragmatic, we are deaf to
all the alarming reports from amst

m.

nesty International. Responsible
artists and their fans are more

sculpconcerned with
ture. Injustice is something
In a nuturing mood?
Stick to your, own kind. Speak truth
in a whisper or, not at alL Avoid
colleagues. Community ' so
fadfly
evalued is fun for people in Paris,
site-specif-

ic

off-offbroadw- ay.

only.
Which came first, the unity or the

incompatibility? Is Renee Santos
trying to build or destory underis the word for his South Bronx standing? The background field of

mask-photo-

s.

Neighborhood-specifi-

c

118;

Matve-jevi-

c,

:

-

Dei

umc

Duane Hanson's maintenance
man is the emboidment of a static
direct from Maart hierachy
is
dame Tussaud's!
the password. Somebody .has to
rule! Art must have good manners;
go to the head
but culture-vulturof the line. We designate correct
modes of inquiry: that's our style
and function. The facts of history
are ascertained by disinterest ob
serves (like ourselves) relishing
their sneical aloneness.
The conquest of Mexico was for
the purpose of waxing up somnambulistic Aztecs, that race of archetypal characters. Art history of different peoples (and individuals) is
written by the winners. Our
sweeps everything
under the rug. And
yet. we retain some nostalgia for
forbears.
our
Cerebral David Saunders could
artist; but
have been a make-u- p
chose to be sign painter on Semiotics Street instead. Rather than
cutting up old engravings (like Max
Ernst did) for collage, Saunders
overlays or inserts his sketches of
Shakespearean actors into old engraved illustrations of the Bard's
plays. Which is the expressor and
which is the expressed? Who knows
how many meanings lurk within
Saunders' Picabian works?
Our real concern is to build a
better burglar alarm for our esoteric knowledge. Let the amasses
wonder about what goes on behind
closed doors! Priviledge protected
from any. eventuality like the mass
murder of children in Atlanta or
Sabra.
Self-expressi- on

.

es

!

Janitor-by--

Hanson

non-Europe- an

God-intoxicat- ed

Why attack the soft cndertelly of
the establishment? Wty cant these
altruistic artists accept beirj
like everyots else. Why
experience a
should
they virit
everytLae
twinge of guilt
a museum? - Time-Lif- e
books has an oZzr you
cant resist: learn gssiuine anst
from the experts. Le terrified ia
the comfort of your local art mu- (
KUiii. lite
uic tuuiv.b
stange is there for a reason ... no
paintings I
more
Don't shoot though, until you see
thm whit nr their otitline. An aura
ink surrounds
of the
Nancy Dwyer's images. Her blue
palette-boar- d
or inkling slab Is the
portable loft with the big recoil!
It is indeed poignant to realize
that cheeky people like Arafat must
be curbed. Is it sinful to ask the
Palestinians to make a few more
concessions?
What does it feel like being a
dislocated peasant? You wont find
the answer in Jeff Way's paintings,
artists aren't the only ones wtth
learning disabilities. If you've ever
io

art-love- rs

park bench. How Cagey can the
SDy-in-tne-abortion-c-

Eza

Cii en
nsr-clssjst-

her paintings Is so sweet I could eat
it with a spoon, tuck icing is we
narrative context tor ner figures.
Imnasto bakery spread.it thick
around the candles or socialist
Realism sitting at attention on the
KGB

Tb berJaninj absence of leaves en some treesttfrct cf
CsH scrrest that wistry winds wi3 soon bo CsUarirj L i
class bsiS Pfcoto ty Fran Jaiici
Voottzta easOa-Ul- e

-

The Faces

epres-sionis-

than a balthus tomboy, a Sherman
d
in
photo is
the chiarascuro of introspection.
She has no looking glass to go
through no reversed Image.
Not too worried about being original, these artists present us with
almost heraldic emblems of our

in

informal discussion of Yugoslavia program over dinner. Kit
tredge; 8 p.m.: Profs. Petrovich
and Matvejevic "Yugoslavia: The
Inside and Outside Views" Babcock

A variety of costumes spiced

!

an

Mat-vejevi-

"Engagement

;

Moving right along ... our spy
they
satellites are so
can spot a tricycle from over 13
miles up! And see the child's ooay
next to it The dark little face a
hazy mask fraught with terror.
Grotesque, an embarassment Such
sights remind us of our own mortality. But satellite photos lack panache: too idiosyncratic. Faced with
such blunt images, we become
anxious. Documentary evidence is
we don't suffer a- - lack-o- f
so naked
identity crisis gladly! There are
no tax shelters for holocaust art.
The professors were running
their tapes about what constitutes
and what doesn't It
said the evidence found in the
Atlanta child murders was very
: carpet fragments,
hairs, etc. Elementary my dear
Phil: Smithson was into land 4
seascaping; but Chrlsto was only
into packaging coastlines, at best
Mike Glier blames the affluent for
the Atlanta tragedy, as if the murder of black boys were out last
chance for a thrill. Glier's blowups
of theirr faces remind us of our
scribbled epitaphs (which are recited for us on our headphones
throughout the show).
Nobody wants nuclear war and
nobody wants to look at the spartan
reality of Reaganomics! The artists
doing time in a furance
for his fellow man can't possibly
enjoy life or appreciate beauty.
Richard Prince leeis iize nes
just part of the scenery. Ah, those
memoflickering artificial-log-fir- e
ries of FDR's radio chats! Whose
home movie is this? Register for
the draft and see Walt Disney's
new armycot center! Is this child-por- n
version of
the Disney-Koda- k
Sodom and Gomorrah? Is that me
holding up the inflatable talking
dolphin and saying I'm glad to be
here now?
site-specif- ic

--

site-specific-ity

site-specif-

ic

u

wu-vv-

ng

non-threateni-

Angel-printer'- s

--

seen medical textbooks, these

paintings
won't seem so .way. out!
.
.
i j
r ruicui r tuu t
Kauioiogy juupireu
treatment of the human figure.
Looking at these pop icons of Elvis
;

9

.

sans pelvis, I feel even more

trapped in the daily kaleidoscope
and it's very fauve in here. Be stoic! Stay the course! Happy
days are coming although the signs

are cryptic

of-concer- n
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Freeze Groups Aim For Nov. Climax

puses to Prevent Nuclear War lege, Tennessee, Notre Dame, Ste(UCAN), a college affiliate of phens College, the College of Woos-te- r,
organizers are preparing to bring Ground Zero, perhaps the
Tulane and Miami-Dad- e
e
group.
Community College
to name a
their freeze movement to another
UCAN is organizing this year's handful of schools from across the
climax this month.
have been conducting
On Nov. 11 will come the third activities with the Union of Con- spectrum
nationwide campus "convocation" cerned Scientists, Physicians for petition drives, initiative lobbying.
of
activists. Last No- Social Responsibility, and the Law- rallies and campaigns to make
vember's 150 campuses grew to 359 yers Alliance for Nuclear Weapons weapons courses part of their curricula.
participating campuses last April. Control.
The freeze movement isn't really
Demonstrations in New York and
Organizers expect over 400 schools
to take part in their "Solutions to in need of reawakening on campus- Cambridge, Mass., over the sum
mer led to a number of student
the Nuclear Arms Race" program es.
It has remained active ever since arrests.
this Nov. 11.
"Depending on the campus, there April's Ground Zero Week. Stuwill be lectures, debates, panels dents and professors at Nebraska,
Continued on Page 10 .
and films," says Sanford Gottlieb, Iowa State, Andrews University,
executive director of United Cam Harvard, Los Angeles Valley Col
BY KATHERINE 1CILAZZO
(CPS)
Campus
ar

anti-nucle-

best-kno-

wn

anti-nuk-

anti-nucle-

ar

To Frosh Scholar Progra m
; In his concluding assessment of
By EDITH UcGANDY . '
The Freshman- - Scholar program the program, commenting on the
of which Wooster has always been decision that it be eliminated Barproud, if being eliminated in favor nett said that- - "Given the difficulty
of a more carefully monitored mer- in administering the program effec,

it scholarship with more stringent

qualifications expected of the recipients.
In the past. Wooster has had two
major monetary awards based on
merit; the Academic Achievement
Awards and the Freshman Scholar
The Achievement Award
Srogram.
i a 1500 gift to students in the top
ten percent of their high school
classes. The Freshman Scholar
award is a $1500 gift with a subsequent $500 gift per year for propos-

als of facultystudent projects
which are judged exceptional.
Among the factors which brought

MEUUsHMJI nOiTTiiiiT??
U'011
DJUUJR

the Admissions staff to reconsider
the value of the Freshman Scholar
program were two things: firstly,
the number receiving and accepting the award has been steadily
declining in recent years.' Samuel
Barnett Dean of Admissions, stated that "a decreasing number of
winners were accepting the
award." This year, only eighteen
freshman accepted the Freshman
Scholar award.. Also, the effectiveness of the enactment of the
projects has been questioned.
Barnett emphasizes that many of

the Freshman Scholar projects
have been: very successful in the
past, but consistency Jias ' always
been a problem. Some of the

I IMPC

j

Bl

projects prove to be worthwhile for
the faculty and students involved.
.some more; of a waste of time.':- ..One element of the program win.
not be replaced by the new merit
scholarships, according to Barnett.
He says, "The beauty of the Freshman Scholar program is the way
student and faculty interact It
reflects the overall attitude at the
College that faculty iind students
should maintain, close
'

tively, and the apparent unattrae-tiveneof the program, we werusing our dollars effectively."
en't
The money from the Freshman
Scholar award will be reappropriat-e- d
to the "College Scholarship Program" for next year's freshmen as
a result of these deficiencies in the
former program. The College
Scholarship program will consist of
"a maximum of five scholarships
of 18500 per year for four years ....
(and) a maximum of twenty scholarships of $1000 per year for four
students" according to a brief brochure on the new scholarships.
'Currently, the Admissions staff in
cooperation with faculty are planning the details of the process
which will determine the recipients
of the new award. The admissions
staff is supervising the publication
of an elaborate brochure which will
describe the program in detail. The
brochure will be distributed to 3,000
0
high schools and an estimated
students. The faculty is currently working to design the exam, the
results of which will determine
students' eligibility for the award.
The qualifying exam will be administered on the campus at three
junctures during the year, and will
consist of three parts. One third
will be a test of reasoning and logic
skills, and two thirds will be two
essays, one general and one in a
subject in which the student excels.
' ;The objective of the new program'
is to draw a higher calibre of
applicant, to Wooster. . Barnett
ss

100,-00-

--

u

maintains that there are more
qualified seniors who will now be
applying to Wooster with a more

b

attractive meritscholarship available. Barnett says, "We want to be
attractive to young people, who may
not know about us."

-
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Life In The Heavenly City
BEEKjC

Misgoings and Misgivings
HERE ARE THE HEADLINES
Squids, donkeys and dinosaurs
falter under extreme pressure from
the left and a truck driver saves
the day. Good job ehocolate.
Postal service fc Heaven merge.
Rates are expected to drop but not
pants.
Husband and wife team up to
course in the
teach first real-lif-e
surviHeavenly City:
vorship and the balanced budget
Flintstones are taken to task and
tremors are felt again.
Caviar pleases some of the young
women at Woo but Dutch - Boys
make the quality questionable. Besides, where do you get shoes like
that in Chevy Chase anyway?
A ton of Karls were found outside
Douglass washing stickers off
'
doors.
There has been an accident between turns one and two. Here's
Jackie ' Stewart' with
"Well, Jim there was a great loch
of alcohol at the College corner and
it caused her to slide right through
the stop sign. Two or three cars
were involved and there are some
injuries: however, all the attending
i physicians have determined is that
I
.
she is not on the pill."
post-marit- al

4-- 7s

.

the-repor-

Ltsbor Bovarago Company
2217 Bolivar Road. S.W.
Canton. Ohio 447M
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The renovation of Mom's came to
a standstill as the newly arrived
file cabinets were found to be too
large to fit under the tables.
As time changes we are finding
the Kitt Connection a bit on the dim
side.

The Abbot of Galpin has augmented, the punishment by placing
the editor of the Voice on Triple
Top Secret Double Whammy Pro-

bation.
Presidential secretary confirms
Presidential visit
The Guineas Book has recently
recognized a new record for flying
fish: a single trout has flown over
1,200 miles nonstop.
RD? Campus Council: someone
gave them enough rope.
stuClarity prevails as long-lodent as well as an unknown student
both pass the exam.
Cleaning staff in Wagner shocked
to find a prophylactic device in the
women's shower stall. Welt at
least they- were quiet about it
Section members decide preven-tio-n
is the best medicine. Hurl
sound system out window. Others
to follow?

.

,

:

'
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Continued on Page 9
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Religion's Influence On The State
ByTESSIS TZAVARAS

Throughout history

institution-lize- d

religion has been one of the

strongest and influential factors in

soeiaX political and economic life.

Three nnldentiSed freshmen wed hop and grains brewed la
mlxtnre as a Halloween stlmnlant. Photo by Irans Jantien.

Coiiiparbie Worth'
a iob market decisively influenced
by political pressures would be at
ble worth." I have examined the least as inherently discriminatory
iy study in detail. It proves to be as a free one
and uneconomical
tie more than an opinion polL to boot.
inels of city workers were asked
compare various Jobs. These
nels were eomposedT of workers
im lower paid positions (and one
their bosses.) workers from the
ivate sector, and workers from
?her paid city jobs were denied
embershis oa the sanelsi As
( rone could predict, these panels
freed that many lower paying
,as are "comparable" in worth to
any higher paying Jobs. In sum:
:t Hit stndv shows that many
fwkers in San Jose believe that) sr ought to be paid more, espeluy at ine expense ox ewer,
tier paid workers But to claim,
did the City Council and the
hlie emnlovees' union, that this
idy demonstrates that the work- i ainst women is a considerable
erstatement, not to say a lie.
On Nov 18 th we're asking
n this case, as in others, there
'.' every smoker to quit ibr
;re powerful political forces at
rk. In San Jose, the public
24 hours. And well even
union had given very large
help. Just ask us for a
mpaign donations to elect a ma
free "Larry Hagman
rity on the City Council that
Special Stop Smokin"
raid favor CW. The union's politi-- 1
," Wrist SnappIn'Rrd "
success is measure by the pay
Rubber Band. You might
just
members
urease its
have
find that not smoking
ceived: union members now re-. can be
jive better wages than they wouia
jr the same work in private indus- ;

Continued fron Par
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em-oye- es
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habit-formin-
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The success of CW in San Jose is
ready a model for other public
lployers across the country. But

izens ought, not be deceived by
is sham. CW is code for a policy
tat would have the Job market
gulated oy government tor tne
im at a snurious eaualitv. And
ere is every reason to think that

The Church has always tried to
provide people with a moral code to
follow, a model of life that would
address all situations a human
being could possibly be faced with
and to put together a unified, consistent world view. At the same
time, the practical, aspect of life
required of a citizen to behave in
certain ways and abide by tne laws
of the society she was living in.
The existing conflict between the
religious and political demands on
an individual lead to conflict not
only within the individual, but with-intsociety as welL
Today the conflicts between institutionalized religion and national
and international laws are far from
resolved. Thus, religion becomes
not only a personal matter, but a
political statement
for. those two
try to live out their beliefs. In our
days, just like throughout history,
the existing religious institutions
are still a major political force in
the society (both nationally and
internationally).
Many examples of the importance of the religious institutions
can be given. In Iran, the Shi'ite
Muslims were the major force for
he

the revolution that caused the

downfall of the Peacock Throne,
and that, still today, rules the
country. In Europe
in both the
the
eastern and western blocks
Pope is one of the most powerful
figures;. he Is more of a political
symbol than Presidents of countries and kings (remember the
effect of the attempt on the fife of
the Pope and the shock and reaction it produced compared to the
attempt on the life of President
Reagan). Finally, the Moral Major
tty in the United States is probably
one of the most powerful political
groups that lobby on various policy
issnes.

Institutionalization of religion,

The store that has everything
Tobaccos, imported and domestic;

Mmxises; Newspapers;

Novelty Items; Gifts;

DavttlZZer
Ext 23

nT

I

Gases; Etc

Q Bay any else

Q

AtasvAlarpe

talked about the differnces between
the two churches (Protestant and
Catholic) and their efforts to over
come them and work towards com
mon coals. That in itself is step
towards a more modern and toler
ating attitude of the religious Insti-

tution. Furthermore, the moral,

stance of the Christian Church in
France has changed. In the case of
abortion, for example, the unmarried mother is not considered solely
responsible for putting herself In

Continued oa Pt-- e 19

The SAB Outdoor Committee - la planning a Winter
Carnival to be held tentatively on s.
the fifth weekend of Winter Quarter. There will be indoor and outnovelty events.
door sporting-anAH participants must be members
of coed teams, however not all
events will require the entire team;
some will be individual.
The Executive Committee members for the Winter Carnival are
Anne Jorgensen, Bob LaMonte
of SAB Outdoor Recreation Committee). Cheryl Lower.
d

.

(co-chairper-

Kevin Nahigian, : David Rimmler
and David Young, v
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leads, argue many, to a loss of the
purity and essence of the religious
experience to the members of a
particular religious movement;
thus, it becomes a tool for politicians to exercise another form of

On the Square, south of the traffic signal

Jsed In Analysis
)f Homosexuality

ty and address the Issues that

learn coxno cioplo ccsnoraicp:

CITY NEWS

biblical Passages

ainst His message in this way
is to need Els
to do any sin
hdveness and His power to live in
ledience to Him.
He will treat us with compassion.
st as he treated the woman
ucht in adultery in John 1:1-1leaking the truth in love: "neither
I condemn you ... oo not am
sin."

1

control over the people. Just like
any other organization, the Church
becomes a huge bureacraey where
one has to pay dues, attend meetings, organize functions, and allocate resoucres. In the midst of this
monsterous construct (the organization), the initial cause for its
creation is lost
Furthermore, what is also lost is
the ability of the Church to adapt to
the needs of the particular time
period it is operating in. The
stances of the Church become increasingly traditional and supportive of the "status quo," and its
image more austere static Commitment on the part of the members and the leaders decreases and
involvement in important aspects
of civil life is weakened.
The result of the test of time on
the religious institution ultimately
depends on its ability to adapt to
which, of
the "new reality"
course is in constant flux , and to
keep up with the times. And, this is
the question the Church is presently facing in the United States, but
even more so, in Europe.
As a case in point, I talked to
Rev. Andre Honegger, a visiting
French Protestant Minister from
the Reformed Church of France
about the role of the Protestant and
the Catholic Churches in the Uvea
of French people the focus of the
discussion was whether or not the
Christian Churches in France are
nresenuv making a effort to
change, ease their traditional ridgt- -

Eacpires.111ta.
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Nuclear Freeze Groups
Gear For Nov. Climax

haps sponsor tome events of her
later in tae year. "It's a conflict of interest," shd
mourns.
and the results
Such conflicts
promote the contention
of them
the campus freeze movement is
essentially a faculty, as opposed to
a student, campaign.
UCAN's Gottlieb agrees. "Stu
dents have a preoccupation with
employment, and that preoccupa
tion has had a chilling effect on
activism. Students think activists
won't be able to get a job."
A great many of this November's
events are in fact organized by
-faculty members.
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50 percent sale on all
sterling and turquoise. Ramada Inn
building on Liberty. Buying and
selling gold and silver Fridays and
TeleSaturdays. Open daily 10--

QUOISE:

S48Snjc

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
jrmBHAXMtWtOQtMgPfClAUSTr
FORtfON a DOMESTIC- -
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phone:

263-047- 7.

VOICE CLASSIFIEDS. Cash in ad$2 for 25 words or less, 10
vance
cents for each additional word.
Submit by Tuesday at 5 p.m. to The
Wooster Voice, or call the advertising department
Ext.
(216-263-200-

0)

Z32-53- C3

252-22- 31

PJ Ciomd am

Sum

2759.

PLAN NOW for your future college
financing. For information write:

COLLEGE

SCHOLARSHIP

SEARCH DEPT. W, 7674 COOLEY
RD., RAVENNA, OHIO 44266.

We alio eo work on
exhaust systems, brakes,
suspension systems,
end shocks.

continuation of our nuclear
forts." Furthermore. December

"The administration," Melntyre
points out "is against the freeze as
stated in ourproposals. They want
to equalize weaponry before freezing. But we think the two powers
are roughly equal, and that it
makes more sense to stop now."
Despite designs on the mainstream, the movement's primary
efforts remain on campus.
Ground Zero plans a nationwide
"War-Peac- e
Game" for campuses
next spring. '
"The game will consist of a
scenario to the route by which a
the
nuclear war could occur
steps to international conflict" explains Ground Zero's Pat
"We'd like to prove how frail our
leaders are in a crisis," Woodward
adds.

Dewnsa Cff.

CToester

For Your Convenience
Just Off the College Campus
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Thanksgiving Is coming

so make yoer reservations new.
eet the rush.

CALL
264-050-

5

rtepWofoTonto Trmei Agent"
.
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ef12,

in order to affirm their wish to
construct a more peaceloving and
humane world, to create a more
just international order, to stop the
proliferation of nuclear armaments
to take measure to order to save
those that are menaced by famine,
violence and injustice. These kinds
of political statements would not
have been possible ten years ago.
The question remains, however,
on whether or not the Church will
be able to make the changes necessary for its survival. The possibil-tie-s
that tt will are great, if we look
at the Increase in tolerance of the
Church of alternative viewpoints
and the tilt toward the individual
right to choose. (This is especially
true for the Protestant Church in
France). It is unclear what effect
that will have on the form and
value of the religious experience
for the members in the long run; in
the short urn, however, it will give
time to the religious institution to
make the transformations which
will permit its survival. In the
midst of the general crisis of our
polticial, social and economic institutions, tt was natural that the
religious ones will be tried also,
and the validty and usefulness of
their form and essence be questioned. It is still too early to tell
which direction we are. heading
toward, but it is something for all
to keep in mind.

Nothing could be easier. Within
a month of your 18th birthday, .
go to the nearest US Post Office.
Pick up the simple registration
form and fill it out Then hand it
to the postal clerk. That's all
there Is to it

Flair Travel
Consultants
C.

In

1882 has been declared as a day for
the people to show their good intentions and for governments to unite

about"

346

that situation carrying an unwant
ed oaoy (in case she is unmarried)
and an effort is made to understand
and, if possible, overcome financial
and other kinds of problems for a
married woman who is thinking of
having an abortion. However, the
ultimate decision is hers and. if she
goes against the will of the Church,
she is not condemned or ostracized
(as in the past). More important than these matters of individual ethics is the
expansion of the scope of the af-

the following: "The demand for
peace in the world begins to be
heard louder and louder. We would
like to present in particular the
echo of the concern of the believing
peoples of the Pacific over the

1

OICEY'S ALIGNMENT

State

France. Last July, for example, the
President of the French Republic
received a letter submitted by the
Presidents of the Protestant Federation of France, of the equivalent
Catholic organization (Justice and
Peace) and of the international
religious movement Pax ChristL
The text was entitled: "Disarmament: Point of View of the Christian
Churches of France." Treating
among other things the issue of
nuclear arms, this text declared

-

345-831- 1.

On The

fairs concerning the Church

--

on Rt. 3 North. Telephone:

in

own

Freeze. He says, "Students often
Continued from Page 8
play an important role in bringing
the issue before the councils, and
The November events, like lobbying for their passage."
April'!, are nationally coordinated
Haar expects they'll help get the
freeze on the Nebraska state ballot
and avowedly
Some of the students," Gottlieb in 194.
says, "are getting downright creaWisconsin passed a freeze resolution in September, by a 1 margin.
tive" in dramatizing the issue.
"Hopefully, we'll soon have a
made out
There'll be an
of a garbage can at Framingham strong public mandate so that ConState, a debate between diplomats gress will know of the growing
Marietta, however, disagrees
momentum," says Pam Melntyre "This is not a professors' moveat Tulane, a display of anti-nupaintings at West Virginia Tech, of the national Freeze Campaign, a ment This is a movement of stu
dents and the community."
and a rally at the side of a Trident clearinghouse for
nuclear submarine by Virginia groups.
A lot of professors are con
Commonwealth students.
"This." exults Nancy Carroll, cerned about the dangers, and
of Arizonans they're more knowledgeable be
Many campuses bit their peaks of state
activity during the election. Arizo- for Bi lateral Nuclear Weapons cause many of them are sden- na, California. Massachusetts. Freeze, "is a grassroots, sponta- tisti," Hocker adds. "But we stuMichigan, Montana. New Jersey, neous movement We want to let dents are equally interested."
North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Is- the administration know we want
"There seems to be an awful lot
of professors, especially from the
land and Washington, D.C. all had arms control now."
Indeed, there are so many things fields of physics and international
freeze measures on their ballots.
. There is
also an uncountable going on that groups are very relations." observes Ground zero
public relations director Ellis
number of cities and communities nearly working at cross purposes.
At Arizona, for example. History Woodward.
that have either placed freeze initiatives on their ballots or endorsed Prof. Jack Marietta's meeting for
But "we have involvement from
faculty wanting to start weapons anyone from priests to housewives.!
the freeze already.
Over 250 Nebraska city councils courses on their campuses will Next we'd like to reach into tradihave endorsed a freeze, for in- happen at the same time as tional mainstreams and go after
groups like the Kiwanis Clubs."
stance, according to Ken Haar of UCAN's Tucson events.
Marietta says the timing is "coinThey'll have to fight the administhe Lincoln Nuclear Weapons
cidental."
tration to get there. The adminis
But campus activist Anne Hocker tration is already fighting back on
is left trying to decide which campus.
CLASSIFIEDS
groups to snub. Marietta's or
At Arizona, "They sent around;
MAXWELL'S STEAK HOUSE
UCAN's. She's determined to at- (State Dept Deputy Asst SecreFine, grain fed beef
New York tend the faculty meeting, and per- - tary) John Scanlin and a tape
Strip, S5.95, House Specialty. Free j
against the freeze." reports UA's
cake with Birthday dinner. One
CarrolL "They also sent around one
mile from Buckeye Mart, located
general who we know nothing
-
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Sports

MusMes
Scots
In Filial Home Game

'
though, as. Bon' Wright threw an
BYDAVH) BBYAN
The Fighting Scots rose to the interception that 'was. returned to
, -"
occasion this past Saturday, in the the Scot 17.
annual. Parent's Day game as they : With 10:54 left In the game,
defeated the Muskingum Muskies Muskingum scored on a 17 yard
pass play to narrow the score to o.
;
;
'
It was the first win for the Scots
The Scots came right back with a
this season after seven consecutive
fifth in a long drive that led to an insurance
losses. .The loss --was the
'
field, goal by Latiff. The drive
row for the Muskies.
";r.
.Muskingum .grabbed the .early stalled at the Muskie 14, but Latiff
first quarter lead via a field goal A L booted home a SI yard field goal to
idveihe Scots a 0 victory.
iu yard pass piay to tne w cosier
i
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yard line set up the three pointer'
Dave Jones put the Scots on top
to stay with 2:31 remaining in the.
first period. Jones rambled 72
yards on a sweep around the right
end to give the Scots a 3 lead.
added to the Scots
lead with a 28 yard field goal with
just. 25 seconds remaining before
the half. That gave the Scots a 10--3
lead. It seemed they were well on
their way to their first "win of the
season.
The Scots, opened the third period
with a 13 play. 76 yard drive for a
touchdown. Neil Arcuri ploughed
for the final 15 yards. The Scots'
lead was now 17-- 3 with a little over
a quarter left to play.
The Muskies had one of their best
reached
drives of the day y
the Wooster 11 early in the fourth
The Scots defense did
auarter.
ieir iob once again, as they have
fin the past few games, and held the
Muskingum team right there on the
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Bon Wright (7) throws through a line of
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Unities to the Scots' Steven Ramos at last Saturday's football
in tneir

nrn win ec me kudo. koo bj wh
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performance in contending with
BYANGELA A. ADAMS
The Women's Field Hockerl hath if nskmenm and Ohio WeslevH
Team, seeded first in toe cac, an assured a double victory.. Center!
traveled to the State --Tournament .Cindy Bunnette led both games in
scoring for the scomer, and was
held at Oberlin College laat-weedecisive assisted several times- by Carolyn
end. Beginning with-tw- o
victories ; against Muskingum ,. and ' liolyneatix; whooierself successful
Ohio Wesleyan,. it was not until the I scored twice , against - liuskin
final round that Wooster. suffered a Kum. Inners Patty Budman and
defeat to Denison, placing the Scot-tie- s Julio Schubert? rounded, out the
second overall in Ohio's. Divi remainder of goals scored, result--.
ing. In a- 0 defeat of Muskingum
.
sion III competition.
Wesleyan's 6-- loss to
Wooster, last rear a. in ember of anct Ohio;
.
v
.
Wooster.-champion,
regional
the AIAW and
final confrontation,
was similarly ranked, second in the : The team's
largely
state after a loss to Denison. Re- that with --Denison.-proved
ceiving a bid 'to participate in the to be a defensive one, though, it did
National Tournament, the Women's include several unsuccessful shots!
Field Hockey Team ended its 1981 on Denison' s goal. Haying lost!
season by placing third nationwide. some ob their earlier .conesivenesa
teehhique,
As a first year member of the and
NCAA, this year's Hockey Team is Wooster was eventually overcome
presently awaiting a possible" bid to by Denison's swift and unified ofNationals, which are scheduled to fense, resulting in a 0 defeat
Although disappointed with their
be held Nov. 12 and 13. Since the
against Denison, the
performance
playsponsors
no
regional
NCAA
offs, the top 12 teams in the nation women's Hockey Team i eeis it nas
based on their ranking at the state the capability and determination
level are chosen for this ultimate required to make a comeback. All
that is needed now is the coveted
competition. -Wooster's skillful and cooperative invitation to Nationals.
kf
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Soccer Team Downs Berg
DON SANDFOBD

?

The Fighting Scots Soccer team
toppled Heidelberg this weekend to
clinch the vac-- North crown, ana
then fell to defeat at the hands of
division one Bowling Green State
University.
'
The Scots faced Heidelberg on
the losers home turf .and wasted
little time in getting , going. The
first goal came from high flying
freshman Doug Hart who took the
rebound off of the goalie and drilled
it home. Just twelve minutes later,
it was George Mauser who scored,
blasting home a penalty kick. By
the end of the first half, the Scots

had taken eight shots, three more
than Heidelberg. ..
The second half yielded 14 more

for the Scots as well as two
more coals. Dave Curanane was
the first to score in the second half
in a chipped shot over the keepers
shots- -

head, but Heidelberg answered
with goal of their own. Dave Jor--d

anger .finally closed the door on
Heidelberg by knocking one in off
of his head to give the Scots their
fourth goal. Heidelberg only man- aged one more goal and the scots
rolled to victory and the OAC North
.

Continued on Page 12

College Sports
Break Even
SHAWNEE MISSION. KS (CPS
College sports, reportedly buriec
in a sea of red ink in recent years

are actually coming closer to
breaking even, a study commissioned by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) has

--
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28-15- 4.
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2-2-
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needs 22 yards for the career
record and 79 for the season
record. .
The Scots defense proved its

worth once again on Saturday with
three interceptions and an excellent
game against the rush. If the offense can eliminate eflxtlT tnrn
overt in the final season game
Yelagainst the Baldwin-Wallac- e
low Jackets, we could see the
biggest upset of the Division III.
:.r.
u
The offense gave ft right back,-- season tomorrow. as-the-

--

Scotti6s Drop Three Matches

found.
The study discovered that revenue from college sports programs

writer is used to seeing. The same
BYCASOLYN 1XATTZSWS
This week was another up and things were true for the Chlo
week for the volleyball team.
increased 2 percent since 1977, down
won
They
three out of six matches. Wooster In two games, 15-- 8 and 18
$718
going from 1373 million to
to Cedarville on Oct 14. Wooster had the lead tn the final
Traveling
million in 1981.
tough Ohio
but their serving failed and
28,
they
encountered
But NCAA member schools also Northern and Cedarville teams. Same,
hio Northern put on a strong
costs
spent at record levels. Sports
Cedarville match went three finish to win.
hit $770 million in 1981, up 72 The
AH the matches this week were
gamea
with Cedarville winning 2
percent from $439 million in 1977.
were away, which can be tough. On Oct
Scotties
The
third.
the
in
side,
the
"On the expenditure
11-but couldn't capitalize on 30, they traveled to St Joe's
major increases have come from up
Tn the first came the (Ohio), for two matches. They dethe cost of grants and the added Scotties were ahead 13-but let feated St Joe's in three, but lost to
funding of women's sports proman- Dayton, also in three.
in.
wooster
back
Cedarville
grams," explains NCAA spokes- aged to hang on, and won,
The team, however, closed out
man Eric Zemper. ..
week with two strong victories.
won the second game 15- - the
Cedarville
aaa
F
be
can
"A lot of the increase
:,.yr
matcnes were piayea at uxor
The
: - '
11.
attributed to general inflation," he
Wooster seemed to lack concen- yon on Nov. 2. The Scotties dis--;
adds1, particularly in the Big DiviThere was also, lack of patched of Kenyon and Deanison
sion I school!, which were hit hard tration.
on the court. It just rather easily. Both teams fell in
communication
by increased travel costs."
team that this two straight
strong
.;
wasn't
the.
come
--

--

15-1-

7,

hir un

4,

.15-1-

0.

.

a

.

A

A.
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Field Hotkey No, 2
In Division III

the kicking game played
ta Overall,
big role in the Scot victory. The
insurance of three points was a big
factor when Scot drives stalled
within field goal range.
125
Stats: Passing: Wright
yards, I interception.
1 TD;
Bushing: Jones
1 TD.
Arcuroi
Bene-fiel- d
Beceiving: Kreuter
Grosel 2 23.
Ramos
Bon Wright has closed within
reach of several College of Wooster
records; career yardage and season yardage for passing. Wright

.

--

The increased revenues
from bigger television contracts,
more alumni contributions, and
higher income from special events,
he says.
But the study shows college
sports are still dependent on the
students who attend
the games in person.
Among Division I schools, in fact,
TV revenues actually dropped from
ten percent of total revenues to
nine percent last year.
TV income, increased- from one
percent to three percent of Division
II schools' sports revenues, and to
four percent of Division III schools'
revenues.
Ticket sales, on the other hand,
make up about 50 percent of total
revenues for all schools, Zemper
points out.
fiesh-and-blo-
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White Student Association
Folds Under Pressure

Women's
Places 3rd At O.W.
X-Coun- try

DALLAS, TX (CPS)

tempt to start

An

at-

student group
eailed the Association of White
Students (AWS). designed to fight
"reverse discrimination" at Southern Methodist University, has disappeared under a "deluge of con-

old time. "Action" Bill Jackson led
BYE2ICC.LAPP
Oct 30, 1982, joyg his teammates with a swell time of
entered the hearts of those attend-ta- 27 minutes and 15 seconds. Jackson
the 1982 Ohio Athletic Confer- was faithfully followed by the fearChampionship
ful sextet, Earle Wise (28:08), Ken
ence
n
Godlewski (28:38). Hark Rutledge troversy."
Award Ceremony held at Ohio
University. The Fighting (29:28). Al Jacobsen (29:37). Dave Two weeks after getting SMU
y
team Means (29:52), and Dong Kier student government recognition as
Scots' women
an official student group AWS Prespartook in this joy. Not only did (30:14).
ident James Robison disbanded his
four Wooster women place in the
group last week.
top 15 spots, but the team, most
Robison refused to comment
notably, clenched second place in
On Saturday.
ry

Wes-leya-

cross-countr-

(22:01).
Ohio Wesleyan won the OAC
Championship with 40 points, followed in hot pursuit by Wooster (64
points), and Denison (92 points).
Coach Penny considers the wom-

en's performance "the best to

date." Both Coach Penny and his
team pleasantly look forward to
performing well at the Begionals
held next Saturday.
The Fighting Scots' men cross
country team ran a good race
Saturday. The competition was
keen. Mark Burns of Otterbein
e
College shattered the
course record with a devastating
time of 24 minutes and 54 seconds
Five men from Baldwin-Wallac- e
College placed in the top ten posi
tlons. They won the race with a
smashing 30 points. Although experiencing the trauma of being in 13th
place, the Fighting Scots learned
much about their strengths and
weaknesses. No gains without
pains.
The men's team congratulates
Captain Earle Wise for his fantastic effort in achieving his best time
of 28 minutes and 8 seconds. Wise,
like all his teammates, was electrified with eagerness to destroy his
five-mil-

about the group's dissolution to
College Press Service.
In his resignation letter to the
student government, Robison said
dissolution was best "considering
the present circumstances."
Continued from Page 11
The circumstances included an
outpouring of hostility toward the
group since it was formed three
title.
weeks ago.
The Bowling Green Falcons were
Robison formed the group to end
to prove a much bigger challenge "reverse discrimination"
at the
to the Scots, in a
school, including affirmative action
clash on the third of November.
minority recruitment
The Falcons dominated the game Sirograms,
and the student government's
right from the start; they controlled practice
of reserving seats for spethe ball and gave the Scots only cial interest groups.
three shots in the first half. With The student government recogfive minutes remaining in that half. nized the group because "the AWS
the Falcons twelfth shot found the (was) not unlike any organization
net and they had their first score. of students on campus," says SMU
The second half was again con- Senate President Homer Reynolds.
trolled by the Falcons and they did "We had no reason not to recoga good deal of shooting on goal. The nize them," because they "met our
Scots were playing very well too, criteria."
making good passes and initiating But Reynolds and the senate
play quickly from the backfield. It followed the approval with
a statetook 28 minutes of play in the ment saying the government didn't
second half for the Falcons to score endorse Robison's ideas, fust bis
a second goal. With about ten right to be recognized.
minutes left in the match, a BowlNevertheless, "about 150 people,
ing Green corner kick was booted predominantly minority students,
around in front of the goal before attended the (next) senate meeting
finding its way past the Scots to speak out against AWS' being
defense and into the goal to end the recognized," reports SMU spokesgame,
man Roddy Wolper.
. The Scots will be inactive this
"The minority students here
showing
again
weekend, but will
be
together and showed real
bounded
their stuff next Wednesday when opposition to him," recalls student
they view for three OAC crown body president Joe Dooley.
with the Southern Division Champs
Robison stressed his group did
game time 2:00 p.m.

lien's Soccer

non-conferen-

ce

ef-or- ts,

.

13-mem- ber

CPPS

Presents

RECRUITING SCHEDULE
Monday. Nov. 8, 12-- 5
Nov.
whelmed by therdeluge of contro- p.m., Ohio State School of Law.
p.m.
Thursday. Nov. 11,
versy surrounding AWS," Wolper

"Robison

was really over-

5-2-3.

1-4:- 30

adds.
The group's demise doesn't necessarily mean the end of the
debate over the special student
government seats
one each for
campus women, blacks, Chicanos
and foreign students.
"I would hate to speculate what
win happen at this point," Reynolds says of the minority seats. "I
don't even have a personal opinion
on the matter, so I really can't
speak for other senators or students."
Setting aside special seats for
certain groups became a widespread practice among student governments in the late sixties and

early seventies, reports Janice

Fine, chairwoman of the U.S. Student Association, the Washington,
D.C. based coalition of student

Capital University Law School
Friday. Nov. 12, 4 p.m.. Case
1--

University,

Reserve

Western

Weatherhead School of Management.
UniverTuesday. Nov. 16.
sity of Rochester. Graduate School
of Management
and
Wednesday,' Nov. 17,
9-no- on.

9-no- on

1:30-2:3- 0.

Do any of these opportunities
sound interesting? If so, stop by the

CPPS and sign up for an appointment!
INTERVIEW SKILLS WORK-

SHOPS
Nov. 9, 7 p.m., Douglass Lounge,
Nov. 11, 7 p.m., Andrews Lounge.
ATTEND ONE!!!
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Dfy

race.
the three-mil- e
Congratulating the women for "a
super, super team effort," Coach
Craig Penny exclaims. "They went
out and put it to the competition."
Theresa De Guzman led her talented teammates through a vast fog
Saturday with a dashing time of 19
minutes and 4 seconds. De Guzman
placed seventh in the race. Other
fine performances included Amy
Smith (19:41: 12th place), Lii Mor-a- n
(19:44; 13th place), Mandy Burr
(19:53; 15th place), Beverly Roberts (19:59; 17th place). Peggy
Elder (20:45; 24th place), Susan
Loux (21:07) and Jean Danowski

-

"We certainly don't support removal of those safeguards," Fine
says. USSA itself had mandatory
minority representation on its
board of regents.
"It took 200 years to get women
and minorities into the social and
economic positions that they're in
today." she adds. "Even the most
optimistic estimates say it wi3 be a
long time before we can ease up. I
think it's crazy to think otherwise."

.

.-.--

Cross-Count-

not advocate white supremacy, nut
equal rights and an end to affirmative action programs. He added
AWS was mostly interested in
starting a dialogue with minority
student leader.
But Robison could never get past
his group's name, Wol- rpinng
per says. "When you name a group
the Association of White Students,
you're not going to make a lot of
people happy and willing to listen
to yon."
"I think he just decided that he
could never educate the university
community to what he was trying
to do," Dooley says.

body presidents.

if you win Saturday
Sptro will glve 5 large pizzas!"
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MATSOS FAMILY RESTAURANT
"

West Liberty Street
Wooster, Ohio 44691
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2680 Cleveland Rd.

(216)264-880-
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Hclnvciry Kouro
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Fri. & Sat.

Noon - 11:00 p.m.
11 a.m. 11:00 p.m.
11 a.m. .midnight
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Mon. - Thurs. 5:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Fri. -- Sat. -- 5:00 PM -- 12:30 PM

Col logo Travels

Prosonts:
A

Hawaiian Adventure!!
Deys. 7 Nigh

OMIT HM

Or. How About
A COLORADO Ski Blast!!
S

Days, 7 Nfehts ONLY $21

Include Hotel. Trains. A More
Special Grow Betes

Avelleble

Call Collect

216-243-C0-

24

Got Sl.COoH

any ordor of Dlorlo's spoclal smoked. I
sparo ribsi
d
bar-b-q'o-

CO.W. Student Spoclal:
Extra teres pizza rocolvo $1.13 off
Rag; largo pizza rocolvo Sl.CD off
f.'.cdlum tlzo pizza rccolvo 75C off .
Small pizza rocolvo 53$ off

expires 111912. Coupon velM only with CO.W. student

34

711

With the purchase of any four pizzas
receive a fifth pizza free from Spiro.

